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When the call comes in, every second matters. You are ready to jump into action, ready to be at your best, 

ready to do whatever it takes to save lives. You need a truck that is built ready, a truck that is up to every 

task, a truck that is engineered to perform exactly how you need it to when you take the call.

I’ve helped produce  
Toyne trucks for more than two 
decades. Everything that goes 

out that door has my name on it.  
I build quality. I build Toyne.” 

-Dan Blum, Production Manager

Built to take the call.
TM
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In this industry, being a leader means being the biggest 
possible threat to fires. Armed with Toyne Tailored features 
and built in the USA, our fire trucks are designed to be the 
ultimate weapon for firefighters. Reliable, long lasting and 
setting the highest standard of safety for every community’s 
heroes, our apparatus can be counted on to perform no 
matter the call.

Backed by an unwavering warranty and stall built, piece 
by piece, a Toyne truck is made to survive the harshest of 
environments. Personal customization combined with our 
attention to detail, allows you to bring your dream to our 
team and together create a truck of the highest caliber.

Welcome to our world of quality. Welcome to Toyne.

TM

Attention to Detail 
We seek to be specific about your requests and 
requirements beginning with the very first drawing of your 
truck so we can ensure that the end product exceeds your 
expectations. We strive to make sure every detail is exactly 
as it should be, down to the last paint coat and caulk line.

Engineered for Safety 
We strive to lead the industry in our 
adherence to NFPA standards and 
make firefighter safety a top priority. 

Superior Protection 
With one of the strongest warranty packages 
in the industry, you can be confident that Toyne 
customers are taken care of.

Born and bred in the heartland of our 
great country, Toyne is proudly 100% 
American owned and operated. We 
use only the best material to create our 
Toyne Tailored Apparatus, and are proud 
to assemble trucks in the town where 
our company was founded over 70 
years ago. Red, white and blue, Toyne 
stands for quality through and through.

Our central location 
provides swift delivery from 

coast to coast, ensuring 
your Toyne arrives at its 

new home without delay.

We make trucks uniquely tailored to 
your exact requirements. Your name 
is on the first sheet of metal and we 
build as we go, piece by piece, to 
your exact specifications. There is no 
such thing as mass production, no 
such thing as assembly lines. We have 
an entire team dedicated to precisely 
executing your vision.

Rensselaer FD

Built to take the call.
TM
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A step above the rest, our Aerials provide flexibility and ensure safety in 

every situation. Each of these trucks come equipped with the exact size and 

style of ladder your department calls for, built with premium materials and 

engineered for maximum performance.

Whether you need to reach a roof or want high hose support, our Aerials 

provide a solid wheelbase allowing for flexibility and quick reaction.

TOYNE AERIAL

-Dan Wiskus, Electrician & Fire Department Captain

I’ve worked at Toyne for over 
10 years and have been part 
of my local fire department 
for 13 years. I know what it 
takes to be committed. I build 
perseverance. I build Toyne.”

76

Built to take the call.
TM

Visit toyne.com for the latest updates. Some models shown with optional equipment. toyne.com          PROUDLY  AMERICAN OWNED

Trust Toyne outriggers to keep 

things stable on the ground while 

your crew ascends to the fire.

The handy ladder slide stows 

ladders securely out of your way 

until they’re needed.

Toyne’s convenient hosebed 

lets you easily tuck it away 

until the next call.

Independence FD
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TOYNE PUMPER
Accessibility is everything when lives are on the line and our 

Pumpers flawlessly combine easy access with streamlined 

design. Innovative pump placement sets our Pumpers apart in 

the industry. Top, rear and side mounts allow our engineers to 

place a pump wherever you need it.

Adding to our Pumpers’ prowess are three different choices 

of pumps from Waterous, Hale and Darley, each designed for 

maximum power to knock flames out and keep them down.

Toyne’s under step storage provides easy access to more gear without 

getting in the way while answering a fire or emergency call.

T O Y N E  E X C L U S I V E

Hagaman FD

Tabor FD

Alma FD

DeKalb FD

Built to take the call.
TM
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TOYNE TANKER
What does fire fear most? Water, of course, making it critical that you get as 

much water to a fire as quickly as possible. Toyne constructs Tankers to have 

optimum maneuverability with a large carrying capacity, while also being 

operable by a small amount of trained personnel. With a range of 2,000 to 

4,000 gallon capacity, we can help select the ideal size for your community.

The cornerstone of our Tankers, the body, can be constructed of stainless 

steel or aluminum. We stand behind all of our quality products and the Tanker 

is no exception, as our poly tanks come with lifetime warranties. Stainless 

steel plumbing and additional portable pumps allow for quick and effective 

response as soon as one of our Tankers arrives at the scene.

- Jerry Schumacher, Head of Engineering & Former Fire Chief

I’ve been engineering Toyne trucks 
for over 47 years and with 25 years 
of firefighting experience, I know 
exactly how precise every inch  
of our products need to be.  
I build  precision. I build Toyne.”

 Brier Hill FD

Laurens Community FD

Monticello FD

Built to take the call.
TM

Visit toyne.com for the latest updates. Some models shown with optional equipment. toyne.com          PROUDLY  AMERICAN OWNED

Lebanon Valley FD
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TOYNE PUMPER TANKER
The ultimate in firefighting vehicles, our Pumper Tankers come prepared to take on 

any challenge. A meshing of massive quantities of water and top of the line pumping 

capabilities, our Pumper Tankers are capable of battling the most intense blazes. The 

customization options available on both our Pumper and Tanker class trucks give us 

the ability to meet your department’s exact needs with a Toyne Pumper Tanker.

Toyne’s ergonomically designed pump panel places the controls next to the 

gauge and provides the best maintenance access in the business.

Manning FD

Monroe Township FD

McCausland FD

Richmond FD

Built to take the call.
TM

Visit toyne.com for the latest updates. Some models shown with optional equipment. toyne.com          PROUDLY  AMERICAN OWNED

T O Y N E  E X C L U S I V E
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TOYNE RESCUE

Dickinson Rural FD

Rescue Pumper

Rescue Pumper

Built to take the call.
TM

Visit toyne.com for the latest updates. Some models shown with optional equipment. toyne.com          PROUDLY  AMERICAN OWNED

- Jerrod Shull, Paint Department Supervisor

For over 13 years at Toyne, 
I’ve seen every part of our 
process approached with  
a superior commitment to 
quality. I build durability.  
I build Toyne.” 

Amboy FD

Whether your firefighters need a standard or trench rescue, or your 

department requires an air and light, special services or command 

vehicle, Toyne will manufacture it to your specifications with the 

space required to fulfill the job at hand.

Utilizing our walk around design, the Toyne Rescue is easily 

customizable to meet your individual department’s critical needs.
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TOYNE RAPID ATTACK
A dynamo of speed, nimbleness, and adaptability, 

our Rapid Attack is an all-purpose firefighting power. 

Bridging maximum mobility with custom design, 

our versatile Rapid Attack units can be outfitted for 

virtually any terrain. 1716

Toyne’s superior underbody support system allows the rear compartments 

to be open into each other for storage of heavy and bulky items, or long 

items such as backboards.

T O Y N E  E X C L U S I V E
Moon Run FD

Toyne Demo

Milton Township FD

Built to take the call.
TM

Visit toyne.com for the latest updates. Some models shown with optional equipment. toyne.com          PROUDLY  AMERICAN OWNED
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TOYNE WILDLAND
Designed for the rugged terrain of the American wilderness, 

Toyne’s Wildland and Urban interface trucks provide both form 

and function. Several pump options, including PTO and engine 

driven pumps (or a combination of both) give your department 

the flexibility to fight wildland fires across the diverse landscape of 

any region. Regular Class A foam or CAFS foam systems help you 

stretch your water to its maximum.
Toyne’s signature hose disperses 

water from the top to give you 

360-degree fire coverage.

Smart side compartments 

provide easy access to your 

gear without any hassle.

- Jon Schreck, CAD/CAM Technician & Volunteer Fireman

I’ve worked for Toyne for over 
five years. I help design each 
department’s customized 
apparatus to endure 
environments at a higher 
degree. I build endurance.  
I build Toyne.” 

Built to take the call.
TM

Pinewald Pioneer Station 20 FD

Toyne Demo

Visit toyne.com for the latest updates. Some models shown with optional equipment. toyne.com          PROUDLY  AMERICAN OWNED


